QUOTE INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

Digital Pattern Creation

*Technical Package with the following information:*
• Flat sketch or photo of the style (front and back).
• Style description and construction details.
• Spec sheet with base size garment measurements (POM-S must be industry standard).
• Main fabric, lining and trim information.
• Fabric specifications (content and weight).
• Specified base size (sample size).

3D Virtual Fit
• Base size body measurements. Body measurements form will be provided.

Digital Grading
• Full-size spec sheet with grade rules for each POM (point of measure).
• A digital pattern in PDS, DXF/AAMA formats.
• Size range (numeric or alpha sizing).

3D Clothing Visualization
• Technical Package with a flat sketch (front and back), style description.
• Fabric information (content and weight).
• Color specification (digital color specifications (RGB/HSL) or AI illustrator color palette saved as .aso)
• Digital Pattern or Block (DXF, PDS, TMP or AAMA).*

*if you don’t have digital pattern/block, we can create one for you.